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GUY MANTEL Director of Club Operations for CLC 

Presentation at 3rd Annual CLCMembers.co.uk Conference in Birmingham May 14th 2011 
 

Guy Mantel came next with a pre-arranged presentation, the headings of which are below. 

 Members 

 Member services 

 Central Reservations 

 Club administration 

 Space management and inventory departments. 

1. Member Services Forum Support review. 

2. CLC Review of year 

3. Action points 

4. Q&A section. 

Member Services are attempting to give better communications and are willing to give answers and information  

It was felt that this would lead to more engagement with owners and endeavour to help deal with enquiries effectively 
and quickly. 

Review 

Overall Guy said that it had been a tough year for trading.  There has been a very hard recession in terms of credit and 
climate which means that growth patterns are not great and in particular it has been hard to sell to new members. 

Support over last year has got much better and has been strength for members.  Guy made special mention that during 
the volcanic ash period all clients and members were looked after at NO extra charge.  This included travel arrangements 
as well and got many people home safely. 

Guy reminded us that he’d spoken last year about the possibility of the creation of a T rip Advisor function under the 
ownership of the Members Website, which would have independent reviews and grading of resorts by members.  This 
would help with the enhancement of information about the resorts, but this was no further forward than last year. Guy 
explained that resources with corporate are highly restricted so not as much progress has been made in terms of growth 
as they would have liked. 

Guy also felt that good progress was made with the Members website and particularly as Members Services were able 
to communicate clearly, any possible areas of doubt.  He also stated that this was a valuable element of communication 
to CLC Management.  He also felt it was important to be clear on the rules of engagement and that sometimes more time 
could be given until answers were produced. 

Guy stated that he hadn’t yet produced Resort Information Sheets or Questionnaires for new Resorts. 
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He referred to CLC’s T imeshareware System which had continued to be updated and continued to increase support 
functions for owners.  This software was due to go live the weekend after our conference, and is designed to make call 
centres more efficient. 

New Timeshare Directive 

On the legislation that was now in force, Guy felt that Club La Costa was already compliant with this and didn’t  adversely 
affect the Clubs.  Indeed with the Electronic Sales Aid now in place, there was even greater peace of mind for Sales and 
the Prospects who go through the process.  RDO have put out communication to all of the Industry on how the rules 
have been tightened up, and Guy also stated that the Directive supports legitimate Timeshare Clubs and made it more 
difficult for less scrupulous companies.  He felt that the fact that no deposits or payments can be paid during a cool off 
period was very positive.  Equal annual instalments were for the length of the contract. 

Additionally more disclosure on what is being sold was positive even though it meant more paperwork was required and 
with 14 days to review information, this was a positive move for the sector. 

Marketing Programme 

Guy informed us that CLC have been through several reviews on how they market new members into the club.  
Previously people went to exhibition centres in the UK and were sold a T rial Package.  They would then be sold Vacation 
Club when on a trial holiday in Spain. 

With the downturn in the economies they found that Site Inspection P rogrammes did not work as well as they hoped.  
Currently there is a healthy mix of Trial Packages and SIP  which will remain in place for now but he did state that CLC 
still need to produce new members as there is always an exit level that needs continuous monitoring. 

Sales Improvements – (ESA) Electronic Sales Aid 

At end of tours prospective members were shown through an electronic sales presentation so that problems can be 
avoided by being told facts on all aspects of the ownership of products.  According to Guy, this programme can check 
on each sales person and maintain standards.  CLC recognise that there had previously been problems with sales. 

From the floor a member stated that their experience was very negative.  They were not impressed, the Sales person 
appeared “desperate”.  Not enough time given to watch the presentation.  The Member also stated there was confusion 
over Dollars or Pounds during the presentation.  Guy said he would investigate this member’s feedback. 

The ESA is available in UK sales centres, Duchally, Trenython and Hustyns but not yet everywhere and in answer to a 
question was not in Windmill Street/Charlotte Street.   Guy said that the ESA multi-media programme to provide a 
bespoke highly effective tool will become a standard procedure used in all sales for all products. 

Different questions from the floor covered a member having converted to points in Spain, but were not shown the ESA 
and about on-going refurbishment and development.  The latter being one where Guy confirmed that programmes for 
refurbishment were still going on according to the Committees who approved them.  
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Freehold sales 

Freehold sales have been good and have in the main been to Pre-Existing CLC Members for projects in UK/Spain/Turkey 
and the USA.  The Programmes included in the sale a guaranteed leaseback agreement for two years for Rental income 
on a Shared basis.  This gave a lot of inventory that can’t be filled by the existing clubs and is part of the Leisure Sales 
operation who are doing the Direct Sales.  There will be 500 in Turkey, and 500 in Florida.  VC will be taking up c. 150 
weeks in high season. 

Note from Guy Mantel – Robert we have amended text as we have different variations of the programme for different 
territories with different legal structures. In some there are indeed leaseback agreements for 2 years. The 500 units are 
indeed sold by CLC Estates. The selling of freehold units and any leaseback agreements have nothing contractually to 
do with CLC Leisure Sales. Future Member use of Kusadasi is being decided but in the region of 100 to 150 units, this 
could be more. Member use may include other appropriate Clubs and Products and not just Vacation Club. 
 

 

CLC’s Website 

Club la Costa’s website is constantly being improved, particularly in the following areas: 

 E- Billing 

 FAQs for VC members 

 Updated resort information sheets 

 Noticeboard 

 Offers 

 Questionnaire 

 AGM notices 

Guy said a lot of effort, energy and man hours have gone into making these improvements. 

Through feedback from the Floor, some members were not particularly impressed.  On the FAQ Section for instance, it 
was stated that they only possessed very standard things that all people would know.  Guy stated that he is seeing some 
very specific questions coming in and he urged members to continue to look at it and welcomed more feedback. 

He said that the Resort information sheets were updated to include information on Live Events. 

Things like Pool closures and refurbishments were constantly being put up and all relevant information should be on the 
noticeboard. From the floor a couple of people said that the CLCMembers website was quicker at letting owners know 
in situations like that. 

He said that Members should be benefiting from all the improvements and in particular the Special Offers area like : 

 Monthly e-bulletins 

 Cruise offers 

 Successes from the travel division 
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The AGM notices are posted but the speed of them is poor.  Guy says this should be better in the future but it was noted 
from the floor that this was promised last year. 

O ther Points brought from the floor were as follows: 

Membership cards – this was still being debated and Members need to see perceived benefits if it was introduced but 
owners needed to be aware that there are cost implications. 

Resale and transfer of ownership and surrenders 

Serious debate is ongoing as to how timeshare deals with exit strategies.  Within CLC the corporate has supported 
surrenders and transfers. T ransfers are 90% private but it was felt by members that the costs are restrictive to do this, 
and could be the reason why not a huge number transfer. Guy said this is a very tricky area, and on average 170-180 
transfers are processed each year and half of those are under 50p of a point.  

Robert Questioned Guy about this 50P.  He replied: 

GM – Robert I do not remember quoting a p rice. To clarify , the majority  of current Transfers of Ownership  
across Member Clubs are performed p rivately , remainder are via Resale Agencies. Private TOO rates are 
lower than Resale Agency  rates. (N.B. 50p  per point does not tie back to any  current club TOO rate as fees 

are in euros.) 
 

Additional Note: from Guy: I have extracted data from this and I am p leased to report that the p resumption 
is incorrect. Of the Vacation Club Membership  both Silver and Bronze use (of the 60% bookings) as a 

percentage of total ownership  was at similar percentage levels, Gold was higher but Platinum and Diamond 
slightly  lower. So lower membership  levels were as well, slightly  better than the higher in this instance, 

although overall booking percentages were similar to ownership  percentages . 
 

Guy said that looking at exit levels over last few years it was quite horrific but this year the trend is less and CLC are 
encouraged as there appears to be less of a demand for an exit strategy.  It is key that CLC keep on top of this.  

Robert asked Guy whether he would review this process and its costs and Guy promised an early review with the board 
when he returned to Spain.  Particularly when there was a cost of £2000 to transfer. It was pointed out that there was 
knowledge of a tiered pricing structure on Transfers where there was one price for Family, Friends and then anyone else.  
A few members wondered whether this should be allowed and thought there was nothing clear in the Rules about this.  
Guy said that family and friends are one price and corporate is another price. 

Members were now also being told that there was no resale value by Sales  

Then the question was raised about why there wasn’t a Resale policy if the numbers are so insignificant?  Guy replied 
that CLC do not want to touch it as it could be used against them whilst they are trying to sell new Product.   It’s a 
corporate decision not to go into re-sale. 

The re-sale market has changed dramatically over the last decade and the price has fallen a lot and he said that the 
Resale market is a tough area to police. 

Robert said a deterrent to Resale was the cost of transfer as it is expensive and the belief was that owners believed 
there was a value to the product.  This is definitely because of the Sales Processes previously used prior to ESA but 
only time will tell if there is a change. 
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Leisure Sales Division 

CLC needed to address the branding issue.  He said that currently CLC are going through an exercise where they are re-
defining branding. 

1. Gateway website, which was about to be launched. 

2. Leisure sales, set up to deal with large quantities of excess space generated by freehold division around the 
world via T ravel Operators and B2C Business.  Members of Clubs’ demand is insufficient to fill supply 
numbers.  He assured us it’s not Club Space, but developer space, generally in low season, which would 
have been used by Marketing. 

3. New products. 

The questions was raised how do members know what is or is not club space?  The perception of every Member, verified 
by discussion on the Members Website, is that this is still the same Resort(s) that they paid large sums of money to 
access. 

Guy explained that Members’ club space is loaded into the system and stock.  Stock for rental programme is not CLUB 
stock.  The club has Cross Utilisation Agreements (CUA’s) with various owners so sometimes members stay in units 
that are not CLUB SPACE but this space enhances availability.  The stock in clubs is clearly defined in trustee documents 
so Members can be assured it’s their inventory. 

Guy also said that a transparent display of availability is not in the Corporate’s interest.   

A Diamond Member asked what advantage does he have over someone booking through Hoseasons. No answer was 
given other than the benefits listed as part of that product line. 

Within the Vacation Club 85%-90% reservations are booked against their own stock. With 42,000 reservations made 
last year this equated to approximately two reservations per member per year.   

The issue came from the floor was that owners were not getting the reservations they wanted. There seemed to be a 
disparity in that when you phoned Members Services to be told there was no availability, you can then call Hoseasons 
and book the exact same week with them. Why was it you had paid up to £20,000 to be told no availability and that the 
worker next to you can book the resort NOW? 

There was some strong dissent from the floor re sales tactics which Guy says is being addressed.  He claimed he was 
under pressure with wanting to take paperwork away to look at in private. 

Again from the floor it was stated that Sales People constantly sold points on the basis of claims that they do not have 
enough points for their holiday and that’s why you needed more points. 

Through a show of hands, 80% of the floor were very unhappy to be part of an exclusive club and have been told the 
same thing.  We were no longer part of a holiday company but instead felt part of a Sales and Marketing Company 
selling freehold property, eating and beverages etc. 

Guy appeared taken aback, but admitted there had been issues and circumstances about mis-selling.  (The exact word-
for-word quote is ‘There have been instances where there has been possibly a mis-sale’.) The new system is meant to be 
clear and honest on the major points.  

From the floor it was stated that although a certain amount of upgrade facility is available, some people feel financially 
blackmailed to keep paying more because they have already invested so much money. Through a show of hands 70% of 
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people agreed with this.  It should be acknowledged and deduced that 30% of the floor were happy with CLC and a few 
voiced this. 

CLC acknowledge that the announcement of the new Leisure Sales division was not well-handled.   

The issue of on-line bookings was raised – Guy said that there is no on-line booking for LS - data has to be manually 
entered by CLC. 

Guy reiterated that The Leisure Sales division was set up and provides extra capacity which should benefit members.  It 
was asked from the floor then that with this extra capacity are VC/members given priority to access?  Guy said No, it is 
not a members based function but Cross Utilisation Agreements do exist to help members. Guy said CLC will try to 
support members but any other division of the company can also access availability.  

Central reservations can swap things around but members cannot see all of the possibilities and Guy asked members to 
trust Membership Services to do their best. 

A question then came from the floor regarding the 85% use of Vacation Club bookings mentioned earlier.  Did CLC 
keep a note of requests which could not be fulfilled.  This would be useful for Members to know as it would be known 
whether this reflected the experiences of many who can’t get anything.  We’d like to know what percentage of what is 
requested is not available? 

We’d also like to know when contacting Member Services, what was the percentage of those members get their first 
request? 

Guy stated that he didn’t know how many didn’t get anything but that there was a  60% success rate of members got their 
first request so 40% at least did not get their request . 

Of this 60% bookings were from the highest category booking who can make 3 or 4 years booking in advance so from 
the floor it was pointed out that people on Gold/Platinum cannot get anything. 

Guy said they do review trends on a weekly basis but that with economic downturn and the Euro rate it’s difficult to 
make clear conclusions. 

A question about transparency on all these figures arose.  How can Members be assured that all that information is 
correct?  Should CLC be audited externally? Guy reminded us that the Elected Member Directors are on the board and 
that trust should be placed in them. 

Guy said that the bottom line of this is about availability and it is very broad.  Availability is fluid so any regular stats 
would be difficult to produce.  Guy said some high level stats are already out there.  

From the floor a member said that through the provision of a sort of Mission Statement perhaps the e xpectations of 
members could be defined and then this could be available to all members. There could even be some sort of Service 
Level Agreement.   

A question was raised from the floor about maintenance fees.  Could there be a fee for peak and off-peak periods?  Could 
there be a differential made on a Transactional basis or on the Membership fee?   

Guy said it was very difficult to compare solely on a price model, it is not just a price comparison.  

Guy said he will take these points back.  
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The advantages of being a VC member are that management fees are set to cover the year as a whole; LS is much more 
expensive in high season.  2-for-1 offers; greater selection of resorts; upgrades.VC pays the same rate as LS and 
Marketing for a week. 

New products 

Guy announced that there is a new Destinations product in Turkey as it is a new market out of the EEC but no other new 
products are in the pipeline. 

It was then asked whether Timeshare is CLC’s key business.  He said fundamentally CLC is a timeshare company.  He 
was then asked whether people on holiday via the Leisure division would be told about VC Club and other products.  
Guy stated that they wouldn’t be on that trip but said that of course they would be used as leads for sales on future 
holidays. 

With Leisure Sales, there is no obligation to tout for business – however, it is considered as lead generation (though the 
tour operators don’t want CLC to do this.) 
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Q uestions were then raised from last year’s meeting 

Better Communications were promised last year. Given the news on Leisure Sales to Members, are communications to 
EMDs going to improve?  Guy hoped so ‘He hoped the lesson had been learned.’ 

Last year Members informed you of the lack of 2 bedroom resorts – will there be more?  Guy says that at the newer 
resorts (Kusadasi and Encantada) there are more 2 bedroom apartments as well as 3-beds. 

It was stated last year that CLC sought to Reduce low season small units, to be replaced by high season larger units.  
Guy said the stance is to provide high season bigger units. 

Guy asked last year for a show of hands on various locations members would like to see in the Portfolio.  Italy came out 
high on the list, so where are we now on that?  He said that it’s not good news on that front, quality issues meant they 
have pulled out of looking at a resort. 

Last year we were told that Online Booking was hopefully coming for members.  Guy said that this wasn’t going to 
happen in the next year as the costs would outweigh the benefits. He added that often more could be gained by 
telephoning Members Services and this would be quicker than what could be maintained online. 

Guy was informed by the members last year that there were issues on quality and pricing of food at the on-site 
Restaurants.  From some reviews from members on the Members’ website, this seemed to still be an issue.  Guy said 
that all information was passed on and all evaluation monitored.  He continued to say that in terms of pricing, CLC are 
at a disadvantage because they have to comply with all the health and safety regulations which the “garage” or the 
“corner shop” does not have to comply with.   

It was stated that Stats and information on this sort of information to members would be appreciated. 

Last year it was promised that there would be a review and nothing was heard from any of the EMD’s, so was there a 
review of merging of points?  Guy said that a corporate decision was made that it would not change. 

Last question from the floor was about building on the on-going relationship between CLC and the CLCMembers.co.uk 
website.  Will CLC provide a link to this members’ site from its own?  Guy said No.  He said that a simple genuine 
commitment to encourage members to feedback from the site and enhance communications was sufficient.  A member 
and others voiced their agreement that CLC would benefit by putting the link on the website.  Guy said he will take this 
back to CLC. 

There was a record attendance of 103 at this year’s meeting showing a growing interest and encouragement!  Guy echoed 
that he felt it was very important that he has a true feeling of what the members believe, perceive and expect. 

The draw for the Free week’s holiday in a T2 (donated kindly by CLC) was then held and drawn by Guy.  Members 
were reminded that the terms were stated on the Members’ Website.  The winner was “GoGoGeeGee” and they will be 
contacted now to receive confirmation from CLC. 
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Robert thanked CLC for making the offer of a week as a prize for 
attendees and all the members applauded and acknowledged this.   

Robert then held a small training session for people who wished to learn 
how to navigate the new website. 


